
During the Roman Empire era, Quaestors were elected 

officials who supervised the treasury and financial accounts 

of the state, its armies and its officers. The Quaestors were 

tasked with financial supervision. To understand:

We provide services for you and never touch your money 

or accounts. Your financial decisions are yours alone.

PRE-REGISTRATION
PRESENTATION



Make a payment by promising benefits from recruiting

Disclaimer

:Before speaking with potential affiliates, the law states

that we must make the following disclaimer:

It is illegal for a promoter or any participant in a trading business 

to persuade anyone to:

1

2 To make any claims describing “high incomes are easily achieved”.



Quaestor Solutions 
owns the following brands:

Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”

Quaestor Bot

Quaestor Coin

Quaestor Exchange
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What is a Master Node”,

It is complicated to set up a Master Node.  For untrained people without Linux experience, it’s an impossible task. 
We will teach you about Master Nodes during the summer, and create an automated system.

MASTERNODE DEFINITION:

Master nodes are computer servers, setup to serve the users of a particular cryptocurrency. 
To say it simply, a Master node helps to maintain the network. And because of that - a Master node is PAID to do so, as all Master 

nodes are rewarded with coins that are mined or minted. 
Hosting a Dash Master node generates Dash coins, a Polis Master node generates Polis coins, and a Quaestor Master node, of 
course, generates Quaestor coins. The earnings varies primarily according to the Master node count and each coin might have 

different payout periods. 
Therefore, holding a Master node actually pays you coins every day or week. As an added bonus, you STILL own & control the coin 

that you put IN the Master node. We strongly believe this will be the BIG crypto opportunity of 2018



Quaestor Master Note ”Click 
It”,

Quaestor Master Node ”Click It””,

With the Master Node (MN) "Click It", you can easily create all the Master Nodes you want in a few 
minutes just by clicking your mouse.

You can set up your own Master Node.  If you do not have the funds to create a MN, then you can ask 
the community ( network ) to join your MN.

Master Node “Click It” is available 3rd/4th quarter 2018

Monthly Fee

Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”     1             ( up to 1 Master Node )           =   €   100
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”     3             ( up to 3 Master Node )           =   €   270 
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”     6             ( up to 6 Master Node )           =   €   480 
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”     10           ( up to 10 Master Node )          =   €   700 
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”  infinity     ( from 11 Master Node )           =    € 1000 



Quaestor Trading Bot

Our Trading Bot Software will bring your crypto trading to a whole new level. You can trade on multiple exchanges 
simultaneously from 1 bot with many features that has never been seen with a trading bot before. We are in final 
testing for Bot 1.0, and our programming team has begun ( May 15th, 2018 ) to program the Bot 2.0 version.  Once 

ready, you can easily setup the bot in your back office.
The details regarding how the Bot works will be announced soon. We strongly believe that you will be very excited:

FEATURES:
Start trading
Pause trading
Stop trading
Re-buy functionality
Own adjustment of parameters and signals

Monthly Fee  € 100



Quaestor Coin

Quaestor coin and Master Node “Click It” will launch at the same time, therefore the first Master Node to run 
in the Master Node “Click It” platform will be our very own Quaestor coin. 

Depending on your efforts of referring new members and building your organization, you will be able to 
obtain free Quaestor coins until the coin is released on public exchanges. The coins you receive will be placed 
in Master Nodes. This Master Node will deposit your monthly mined interest into your wallet for 10 years to 

come. This ensures a continuous demand for the coin and a long term residual income for our Affiliates. 

When we officially launch, no more than 3% of the total supply of coins will be released onto the exchanges.



Quaestor Coin Supply

Total Quaestor Coin supply will be 20,000,000 (Twenty Million)
200,000 coins are reserved for our development team.

400,000 coins are reserved for Affiliates, who are building the Quaestor network. ( 200 Master Nodes )
19,400,000 coins are assigned for Master Node interest earnings. This secures that interest will run for 10 

years or 3,650 days!

19,400,000 coins / 3650 days = Daily coins that will be shared between active Master Nodes = 5315 coins
The coin will launch at a price of $3

It will require 2000 coins to run each Master Node.

Example: If you earned 2000 coins during the pre-registration period, you will be issued one full Master node. 
This would make you 10.63 Quaestor coins a day for 10 years, if, 500 Master Nodes are set up. If only 250 

Master Nodes are set up, you would receive double the amount of coins.



Quaestor Coins Affiliate Supply

1)
All earned coins will be set up as Master Nodes by the company. You will be paid directly to your receiving address with the frequency of 
the blockchain sending them out. After the 10 years of Master Node Mining process, the original coins will be delivered to the owner ( the 
active Affiliate that earned them ).

In the entire 3650 days, the coin is running with Master Node setup, the owners of the coins, cannot:
a) Change them to cash
b) Get them send to own wallet address
c) Make a sales agreement on them

2)
Both the sponsor, and the new customer will receive 50 ( 20 ) Quaestor coins ( if they want ). 
This rule only applies until 400.000 coins has been given away for free.



Quaestor Exchange

Our own Exchange will open 3rd Quarter 2019. Our Exchange will be unique, because the Matrix + Matching Bonus 
network you build now, will receive 50% of the brokers fee dependent on your downline split into following:

50% of the 50% is your direct customer bonus
25% of the 50% is for Matrix Bonus ( See below for info )

25% of the 50% is for Matching Bonus.  ( See below for info )

We understand that some people will not join the affiliate part of our business. However, you will have a signup 
link for customers, meaning that every person you introduce as a customer to our Exchange will generate direct 

earnings for you, and then also for the downline.

If a customer, that is not in the business as an affiliate, introduces new customers, you yourself share the 50% of 
the 50% with the customer who introduced another customer. This bonus is given in infinite depth.



Quaestor Products

Monthly Payments

Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”   1               ( up to 1 Master Node )           =   €   100
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”   3               ( up to 3 Master Node )           =   €   270
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”   6              ( up to 6  Master Node )           =   €   480
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It” 10             ( up to 10 Master Node )          =    €   700
Quaestor Master Node ”Click It”  infinity     ( from 11 Master Node )          =    € 1000

Quaestor Trading Bot                                                                         =    €   100                                                                            

And more products to come, which also makes Quaestor coin usable.



Pre-registration Customer Packages

( Ends 08.09.2018 )

Customer 1, Price € 200

2 all time free Master Node setups ( you save € 
2200 first year, setup before 31.10.2018 )

For free, if customer wish:
50 Quaestor Master Node coins
2 years Quaestor membership

Introducer get:
50 Quaestor Master Node coins

Customer 2, Price € 100

1 all time free Master Node setup ( you save € 
1100 first year, setup before 31.10.2018 )

For free, if customer wish:
20 Quaestor Master Node coins
1 years Quaestor membership

Introducer get:
20 Quaestor Master Node coins



The Affiliate Program

3 x 10 Forced Matrix 

5 x 20% Personal Matching Bonus

5 x 20% Level Matching Bonus

10% World/Founders Bonus Pool`s

100% Payout to the organization from all product lines:
30% Matrix Bonus

60% Matching Bonus`s
10% World/Founder Pool`s



The Matrix Payout/Master Node ”Click It 1”/Bot software

Level  1 5%
Level  2  5%
Level  3 10%
Level  4  10%
Level  5               10%
Level  6  20%
Level  7               20%
Level  8               10%
Level  9                 5%
Level 10                5%

Affiliates             “Click It 1”  To share                    Your share   
Level  1 5%               3                €           300            €               90               €             4,50
Level  2  5%               9                €           900            €             270               €           13,50
Level  3 10%             27                €        2.700           €             810               €           81.00
Level  4         10%             81                €        8.100           €          2.430               €         243,00  
Level  5         10%           243                €      24.300           €          7.290               €         729,00
Level  6  20%           729                €      72.900           €        21.870               €      4.374,00
Level  7         20%         2187                €    218.700           €        65.610               €    13.122,00
Level  8         10%         6561                €    656.100           €      196.830               €    19.683,00
Level  9           5%       19683                € 1.968.300           €      590.490               €    29.524,50
Level 10          5%       59049                € 5.904.900           €   1.771.470               €    88.573,50

Payout with full matrix and only 1 product ( monthly with full matrix )           €  156.348,00
World/Founder Pool`s                                                                                               €  885.720,00

The monthly price of the “Click It 1” or Quaestor Bot software is € 100
100 %  is paid to Matrix and Matching Bonus. 30 % for Matrix and 60 % for MB, 10% for World/Founder Pool`s 



The Personal Matching Bonus is:
Level 1  = 20 % Personal Matching Bonus of all your personal sponsored active Affiliates
Level 2  = 20 % from their personal introduced active Affiliates
Level 3  = 20 % from their personal introduced active Affiliates
Level 4  = 20 % from their personal introduced active Affiliates
Level 5  = 20 % from their personal introduced active Affiliates

Matching Bonus/Personal

Personal Matching Bonus
If you are an Affiliate, and you have introduced 3 personally active Affiliates, you will earn 20 % 

Matching Bonus on these Affiliates earnings with no time limit. Introducing 6, 9, 12 or 15 and more, 
you will earn:



The Matrix pay/Trading Bot

Matching Bonus / Level

Level Matching Bonus

The affiliate must within 14 days of the entry, qualify for Level Matching Bonus with a minimum of 
3 active Affiliates. If that is not achieved, the affiliate will not be able to earn any Level Matching 

Bonus, ever! This is a one time chance.

5 x 20 % Level Matching Bonus of all your affiliates earnings in:

Level 1 = 20%             Qualification =   3 personal AA (( Active Affiliates ) 14 days’ time limit )
Level 2 = 20%             Qualification =   6 personal AA ( No time limit )
Level 3 = 20%             Qualification =   9 personal AA ( No time limit )
Level 4 = 20%             Qualification = 12 personal AA ( No time limit )
Level 5     = 20%             Qualification = 15 personal AA ( No time limit )



World Bonus Pool

All Affiliates who introduce 20 or more active affiliates earns a part of the World Bonus Pool.
5 % of the gross company revenue is added into the World Bonus Pool and is paid quarterly. 

Founder Bonus Pool

The Founder Pool is 5% of gross company revenue.
The Founder Bonus Pool is for the first 100 people, who have built an organization of 100 or more people.

You can only qualify for the Founder Pool until Oct 31st, 2018

For both pools you also need:
The above written qualifications

and have at least 6 personal introduced, that again has at least 3 personal active Affiliates each 



The Matrix pay/Trading Bot

Transaction Fee Sharing

The implementation of a transaction fee ensures ongoing revenue for the entire network.

The transaction fee will be 0.2% of any amount sent and will be shared to 100% by Active Affiliates. 



The Matrix pay/Trading Bot

Ranking Affiliate

1) Gladiator = Introduce 3 active Affiliates
2) Prefect = Introduce 3 active Affiliates, who has 3 active Affiliates 
3) Centurion = Introduce 6 active Affiliates, and a personal team of 25 active Affiliates
4) Lieutenant = Introduce 6 active Affiliates, who has 3 active Affiliates, and a personal team of 50 active Affiliates
5) Primus = Introduce 9 active Affiliates, and a personal team of 100 active Affiliates
6) Legate = Introduced 10+ active Affiliates, and a personal team of 500 active Affiliates
7) Commander = Introduced 15+ active Affiliates, and a personal team of 1000 active Affiliates

An achieved Commander Rank, can also achieve:

8) General = Introduced 15+ active Affiliates, and a Matrix team of 10000 active Affiliates
9) 1 Star General = Introduced 20+ active Affiliates, and a Matrix team of 20000 active Affiliates

10) 2 Star General = Introduced 20+ active Affiliates, and a Matrix team of 30000 active Affiliates
11) 3 Star General = Introduced 20+ active Affiliates, and a Matrix team of 50000 active Affiliates
12) Royal General = Introduced 30+ active Affiliates, and a Matrix team of 88572 active Affiliates



The Matrix pay/Trading Bot

Ranking Bonuses

1) Gladiator = 
2) Prefect =  
3) Centurion = 
4) Lieutenant = 
5) Primus = 
6) Legate = 
7) Commander = 
8) General = 
9) 1 Star General = 

10) 2 Star General = 
11) 3 Star General = 
12) Royal General = 

To be Announced 
at Launch



The Matrix pay/Trading Bot

Thank you for your time!
Team Quaestor


